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May Day, the ancient festival of spring, is not much ob- 
served in the United States, but a good part of the world 
keeps the old celebration of renewal and associates it with 
workers, socialism, and the dmun of revolution. American 
leaders chose summer’s end for Labor Day, preferring the 
beginning of a season of mellow accommodation to May’s 
more radical and disturbing vitalities. 

Nevertheless, while o m  is generally thought. to be a 
conservative time, a growing numbe) of Americans seem 
oddly nostalgic about the Russian Revolution. This is es- 
pecially significant because fewer and fewer Americans 
have any direct experience of that era; the Russian Revo- 
lution, while not a blank sheet, is no longer a crowded 
canvas, and our responses to those bygone times reflect the 
events less and ourselves more. Today, popular treatments 
of the Revolution are not limited by ideology: The movie 
Reds inclined rather sharply to the Left, but Public Tele- 
vision’s splendidly evocative Reilly: Ace of Spies-like Jus- 
tin Scott’s pot-boiling fantasy A h i d e  ofRoyufs-4lt.s at 
least as much to the Right. In an important way the political 
persuasion of such works appears to be irrelevant; both 
Reilly and A Pride of Royals portray Lenin sympathetically 
and appreciatively. (In Reilly, in fact, Lenin is all but be- 
nign, and the real enemy is Dze-ky, the secret po- 
liceman.) Revolution and revolutionaries are appealing 
whether or not one wants the revolution to succeed. 

Rcvolutim suggests the possibility of great political deeds 
and achievements; it brings about a fluid situation, appar- 
ently alterable by individual virtu, and an excitement at 
once fearful and hopeful. The feeling is in the situation, 
not the ideology. Reilly ’s bizarre counterrevolutionary plots 
against the Bolsheviks, almost as improbable as Scott’s 
fictions, were plausible in the context of the Russian civil 

Our own politics, on the other hand, are dominated by 
massive and complexly related organizations govemed by 
the inertia of routine and prior commitments. The risks 
inherent in modem technology and weaponry dictate much 
of our conduct. Our only evident great choice-to wage or 
not to wage thermonuclear war-in fact is no choice at all, 
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since such war is morally unacceptable. In modem practice, 
political action is confined to incremental choices so small 
as to seem futile, like trying to use an icepick to turn back 
a glacier. To extend the metaphor, we sense the advent of 
a political ice age and we feel powerless to avert it, 

Revolutionaries attract us because they are the political 
equivalent of the private detective: They reflect our re- 
sentful longing for a time in which individuals were not 
overmatched by the great bureaucracies. The Russian Rev- 
olution, in particular, reduces to human and tolerable di- 
mensions the struggle between the superpowers; Sidney 
Reilly and Feliks Dzerzhinsky personate East and West- 
Sherlock Holmes and Professor Moriarty set on an inter- 
national stage. 

Yet weknow that, given the characterof modem politics, 
jkhe victors almost invariably betray the human cause, con- 

structing more powerful bureaucracies and new routines, 
at once more deadening and more terrifying. We prefer the 
losers like Reilly or the winners like John Reed in Reds, 
who die before theii illusions can be dispelled. (Anna Louise 
Strong, as revealed in Helene Keyssar and Tracy Strong’s 
biography, Right in Her Soul, had an innocence so armored 
as to be all  but proof against disheartening reality, but her 
very Protestant example is not really accessible to contem- 
porary Americans.) Even Whitaker Chambers. Mr. Rea- 
gan’s curious Hem of Freedom, recognized that in modem 
politics the winning side is likely to be the wrong side. 

George h e l l  drew the idea for Animal Farm, his fable 
of revolution, from the observation that human beings ex- 
ploit the work of animals in the same way that capitalists 
exploit the labor of the proletariat. But that likeness tells 
a dreadful truth: Just as human beings make decreasing use 
of animal labor, modem economies and regimes depend 
less and less on human workers. In Anmica, organized 
labor is desperately weak and under mortal attack; the wide- 
spread belief that unions are too strong reflects a kind of 
wishful thinking, a defense against the ubiquitous decline 
in the dignity of labor. Employment is becoming a scarce 
good, not a source of power. The proletarian revolution 
is-as  our nostalgia hints-already a virtually reactionary 
idea, drawn from the political past. 

However, Orwell’s story has another lesson. Revolution 
involves the protest of nature against oppressive conven- 
tion, but the promise of revolution depends on cultivared 
nature. In Animal Farm the tame animals recognize their 
wild counterparts as comrades, but they also know that the 
work of the farm demands training and discipline. Those 
who make revolutions were reared by the old regime, and 
they are all too prone to build in its image. Revolution, in 
other words, is not a transformation; at best, it is a turning, 
as tentative and incremental in its way as humdrum politics. 
That truth, however, has a heartening side: Genuine rev- 
olution lies in the cultivation of the human soul; and in 
reasonably free regimes, at least, there are ways to write 
that high poetry in the prose of commonplace politics. 
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